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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are presented for a square matrix over an 
arbitrary field to be a product of k >_2 symmetric matrices with prescribed nulli- 
ties. A generalization of the case k = 2 to Hermitian matrices is also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3], Frobenius proved that a square matrix over an arbitrary field is a 
product of two symmetric matrices, one of which is nonsingular (see also [l], 
[4], and [6]). In this paper we investigate the nullities the factors can take. 
If A = SlSz . SI, (Ic 2 2) is a factorization of a matrix A into symmetric 
matrices S, of nullities ni respectively, then it follows that n > ni > 0 and 
721 + n2 + . . + nk > n, where n = nullity A. For k 2 3 these conditions 
are also sufficient (Theorem 2.6), but for k = 2 a further condition must 
be added, viz. n + t > nl + n2, where t denotes the number of elementary 
divisors of A equal to x (Theorem 2.1). 
Turning to Hermitian matrices, it is known that a complex matrix A is 
a product of two Hermitian matrices, one of which is nonsingular, if and 
only if A is similar to A* (cf. [2, Theorem 21 or [5, Theorem I]). The case 
k = 2 can be generalized to Hermitian matrices by adding this condition 
(Theorem 3.1). 
The case k 2 3 is still unresolved. A related problem in the case k = 3 
(mentioned in [S]) of characterizing all matrices which can be expressed 
as a product of three Hermitian matrices (of arbitrary nullities) is also 
unresolved, as far as could be ascertained (cf. [7, paragraph following The- 
orem 2.71). In [6, Theorem 2] Radjavi showed that a complex matrix A is a 
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product of four Hermitian matrices, three of which are nonsingular, if and 
only if det A is real. 
In what follows all matrices and factorization are presumed to be over an 
arbitrary fixed field unless otherwise stated. The direct sum of two square 
matrices A and B (of possibly different sizes) will be denoted by 
A@B= 
If A and B are similar (and hence of the same size), we write A N B. The 
kernel and range of a matrix A, considered as an operator, will be denoted 
by ker A and ran A respectively. 
The transpose of a matrix A will be denoted by AT. Two square matrices 
A and B of the same size over an arbitrary field are congruent if there exists 
a nonsingular matrix X such that XTAX = B. 
We begin with the following introductory lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. A square matrix A over an arbitrary field is congruent to 
a matrix of the form [ $ ] where A’ is of full row rank. 
If A is symmetric, then it is congruent to Al&O, where A’ is nonsin- 
gular and symm.etric. 
Proof. Let X be a nonsingular matrix such that XA = U, where U 
is in row-echelon form. Hence A is congruent to UXT, which is of the 
required form. 
Let 
XAXT = UXT = 
where B is square and [B C] is of full row rank. If A is symmetric, then 
so is B, and C = 0. Hence B is nonsingular. ??
2. SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a square matrix of nullity n over an arbitrary 
field, and suppose the number of elementary divisors of A equal to x is t. 
Then A = S,Sz is a product of symmetric matrices 5’1, Sz of nullities nl, na 
respectively if and only if n > n, > 0 and n + t > n1 + n2 > n. 
Proof. If A = SlS2, it follows that n 2 n, > 0 and ni + n2 2 n. To show 
n + t > nr + n2, choose by Lemma 1.1 a nonsingular matrix Q such that 
QTs,Q = ; z [ 1 = B@O,,, 
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where B is a nonsingular matrix and O,, the nr x nr zero matrix. Partition 
Q-lS2(Q-1)T = $ ‘12 
[ 1 12 s22 
similarly. Hence 
so that 
n = nullity A = nullity (1) 
Note that nullity A2 = n + s, where s is the number of elementary divisors 
of A which are powers of x greater than 1, and s + t = n. Since 
(B&d2 (S5’11)(BS12) 
o 
it follows from (1) that 
n + s = nullity A2 5 nullity [‘:lB y] +nullity [% 21 
= nullity Srr + n, 
since B is nonsingular. Hence nullity Srr > s. Write 
n = nullity 
where 0 < z 5 t. Since Srr 
size nr, 
Sll s12 
[ 1 0 0 = nullity Srr + Z, 
is symmetric and the zero diagonal block is of 
n=nullity [: 2]r=nulhty[:i z] -nullity [ai] +nr.
It follows that 
722=nulhty[~~ iit] <nullity [$I +z=n-nr+z; 
hence nr + nz < n + z < n + t. 
The converse is done by induction on n = nullity A = s + t. For n = 0, 
A is nonsingular, and the only possibility is nr = n2 = 0. Hence the 
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result follows from [3] or [6]. A ssume the result holds for n - 1 > 0. We 
separate two cases: 
(9 
(ii) 
s 2 1: Let X-lAX = Jk CD 2, where Jk is a 0 Jordan block of 
size lc > 2. Suppose nr > n2. Since 2n > n + t > 721 + n2 2 1, it 
follows that ni - 1 2 0 and n - 1 > n2. By induction A = Sr&, 
where Si, S’s are symmetric of nullities nr - 1, ns respectively. By 
[3] or [6], Jk = T T 1 2, where TI, Ts are symmetric of nullities 1 and 
0 respectively. Hence X-‘AX = (Tl @ Si)(T2 @ Sz), which yields 
A = [X(TI CE SI)X~][(X-‘)~(T~ CD S2)X-‘I, 
with symmetric factors of nullities nl, n2 respectively. 
s = 0: In this case A - 0, CD B, where 0, is the n x n zero 
matrix and B is nonsingular. Let Sr = diag (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . , 0) and 
Ss = diag (0, . , 0, 1, . . , 1) be n x n diagonal matrices of nullities 
721, n2 respectively. 0, = SrS2, since 721 + 722 2 n. BY 131 or 
[6], B 4 TIT2 with Tl, T2 both symmetric and nonsingular. Hence 
A N (Sr @ T1)(S2 @ Tz), and the result follows as before. ??
It follows that if t = 0, and hence kerA C ran A, then A is a product 
of two symmetric matrices of nullities nl, n2 respectively if and only if 
ni + n2 = n = nullity A. 
COROLLARY 2.2. A square matrix A over an arbitrary field is a product 
of two symmetric matrices, each of the same nullity n as A, if and only if 
A - 0, @ B, where B is nonsingular. 
Proof. If A is a product of two symmetric matrices, each of nullity n, 
then ni + n2 = 2n 5 n + t 5 2n by Theorem 2.1. Hence t = n, and 
therefore A - 0, @ B, with B nonsingular. 
Conversely, if A - 
Theorem 2.1. 
0, @ B, then t = n, and the result follows fro; 
LEMMA 2.3. Every square matrix A over an arbitrary field is a product 
of three symmetric matrices, each of the same nullity as A. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 there exists a nonsingular matrix V such that 
VTAV= [“;’ 22], 
where Qir is square and [Q ii &is] is of full row rank. Choose matrices 
Q21, Q22 such that 
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is nonsingular. Then 
VTAV = Q where I is of the same size as &II (2) 
= (Q*)-‘Q* ; z Q 
[ 1 
= (Q*)-'S, where 
is symmetric and of the same nullity as 
It follows from (2) that any matrix 




[ I 0 0 
partitioned as in (2) acts as a left identity of VTAV. Furthermore, since 
(Q”)-’ is nonsingular, X can be chosen such that 
[:, ;](Q*l-‘= [; 21: 
where Y1 1 is nonsingular (and of the same size as Q11). Hence 
V*AV = 
v 1 y12 
[ I S, where nullity Kl y12 0 0 [ I 0 0 = nullity A. 
Since Yll is nonsingular, 
hence by Corollary 2.2, 
[; ;] =s1s2, 
where S1, ,572 are symmetric and of the same nullity as A. Hence 
A = [(V-1)TS1V-1][VS2VT][(V-1)TSV-1] 
yields the recluired factorization. ??
LE~IA 2.4. Let A be a square matrix of n,ullity n over an arbitrary 
field. For any in,tegers nl, 712 such that n 2 nz > 0 and nl + n2 > n, there 
exists a factorization A = SX where S and X are of nullities n1 and n2 
respectively, and S is symmetric. 
Proof. By induction on n. For n_= 0 the result follows_from [3] or [6]. 
Assume n - 1 2 0. Then A m A @ Jk, where nullity A = n - 1 and 
Jk is a 0 Jordan block of size k > l( J1 = [O]). For each i = 1,2, let n: 
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be equal to n.i or n, -lsuchthatn-l>~n:>Oandn~+n~>n-1. 
Since n1 + n2 2 n 1 1, at least one ni can be chosen ni - 1. By induction 
A^ = 22, where S is symmetric of nullity n: and 2 is of nullity nk. 
Let Jk = ?T, where 
s= 1 0  1 “’ 0 1 , i = elk = 
0 0 
1 ‘.. 
. . . . 
0 1 0 




0 1 _. 0 
if n{ =7L1-1, nb = 712, 
L?= Ik, 2 = JI, 
if n{ = ,721, nb = 1~ - 1. 
1 0 
The result follows from A -AI@& =(s^&‘$(%&?). m 
LEMMA 2.5. A square matrix A of n&lity n over an arbitrary field is 
a product of three symmetric matrices of nullities n1, n2, n3 respectively if 
and only if n 2 ni > 0 a,nd n1 + 122 + n3 > n. 
Proof, It is clear that the conditions are necessary. 
To prove they are sufficient, we distinguish two cases. 
(i) 712 + n3 2 n: By Lemma 2.3, A = S1S2S3, where each S, is sym- 
metric of nullity n. Note that nullity 5’1 S2 = n; hence by Corol- 
lary 2.2, SlS2 N 0, @ B, where B is non_singular, It follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that 5’1572 = gl52, where 5’1 a+ 5’2 are_ symmetric 
of nullities n1 and n respectively. Similarly, S2S3 = &S3,_where 
,!?s, & are symmetric of nullities ‘n2, n3 respectively. A = S,S2,S3 
(ii) 
yields the required factorization in this case. 
n2 + n3 < n: By Lemma 2.4, A = SIX, where the nullities of S1 
and X are n1 and n2 + 713 respectively, and S1 is symmetric. By 
Theorem 2.1, X = S2S3, where ,572, S3, are symmetric of nullities 
n2, n3 respectively. A = S15’2S3 yields t,he required factorization in 
this case. W 
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THEOREM 2.6. A square matrix A of nullity n over an arbitrary field is 
a product of k > 3 symmetric matrices of nullities ni, n2, , nk respectively 
ifandonlyifn>ni>Oandni+nz+...+nr,~n. 
Proof. It is clear that the conditions are necessary. 
To prove they are also sufficient, we use induction on k. For k = 3 the 
result follows from Lemma 2.5. Assume therefore k - 1 > 3, and distinguish 
the following two cases: 
(i) ni + n2 < n: By induction, A = s^&. Sk, where the factors are 
symmetric and of nullities nr + 722, ns, . . , nk respectively. Hence the 
result follows in this case, since by Theorem 2.1 s^ is a product of two 
symmetric matrices of nullities 721, n2 respectively. ^h 
(ii) n1 + n2 > n: By induction, A = S2&S4 ..‘sk, where the factors 
are symmetric and of nullities n, 723,. . , nk respectively. Since nullity h_ 
S,Ss = n and ni + n2 + n3 > n, it follows by Lemma 2.5 that 
,!?s& is a product of three symmetric matrices of nullities ni, n2, n3 
respectively. W 
3. HERMITIAN MATRICES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a complex square matrix of nullity n, and 
suppose the number of elementary divisors of A equal to x is t. Then 
A = HlH2 is a product of two Hermitian matrices HI, H2 of nullities nl, n2 
respectively if and only if A N A*, n 2 ni > 0, and n + t 2 n1 + n2 > n. 
Proof. If A = HlH2 is a product of two Hermitian matrices of nullities 
ni, n2 respectively, then it follows from [5, Theorem I] that A - A*. To 
show that n + t 2 nl + nz, one could generalize Lemma 1.1 and show that 
there exists a nonsingular matrix Q such that 
Q*HlQ = ; ; 
[ 1 
= B@O,,, 
where B is nonsingular (and Hermitian) and O,, is the ni x ni zero matrix. 
(Alternatively, choose Q a unitary matrix such that 
where D is a nonsingular real diagonal matrix.) The rest of this part of the 
proof follows similarly to that of Theorem 2.1 on replacing transposition 
with conjugate transposition. 
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For the converse, since A - A*, there exists by [5, Theorem l] a non- 
singular matrix X such that X-‘AX is real. By Theorem 2.1, X-lAX = 
S1S2, where Sr, S2 are real symmetric of nullities nr, ~2 respectively. Hence 
A = [X&X*] [(X*)-1S2X-1] 
yields the required factorization. ??
Note that the second half of the proof can be generalized as follows: 
Suppose A N A*; hence X-‘AX is real for some nonsingular X. If 
k > 4 is even and n > n, > 0 are such that nr + . + nk 2 n, where 
n = nullity A, then by Theorem 2.6 there exist real symmetric matrices 
S, of nullities n, respectively, such that X-‘AX = SlSz ... Sk. Hence 
A = (XSlX*)[(X-‘)*SzX-‘1 “. [(X-r)*SkXW1] yields a corresponding 
factorization of A in terms of Hermitian matrices. 
COROLLARY 3.2. A comp1e.l: square matrix A of nullity n is a product 
of two Herm.itian matrices, each, of the same n,ullity as A, if and only if 
A N 0, @ B, where B is n,ons%ngular an,d B N B*. 
Proof. If A is a product, of two Hermitian matrices of nullity n, then 
nr + ns = 2n < n + t 5 2n by Theorem 3.1. Hence t = n, and therefore 
A - O,@B with B nonsingular. Since A - A*, we have O,@B N O,@B*, 
which implies that B N B’. 
Conversely, if A - 0, @ B with B - B* nonsingular, it follows that 
A-A*, and since t = n, the result follows from Theorem 3.1. ??
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